
Any elected member as of 31 May 2023 can stand for President, as per rule F2 of LGNZ’s constitution.

The nomination must be proposed by one member council. Any two of that council’s Mayor/Chair, 
Deputy Mayor/Chair or Chief Executive need to sign below.

A candidate can be nominated by their own council. 

The nomination must be seconded by another member council. Any two of that council’s Mayor/
Chair, Deputy Mayor/Chair or Chief Executive need to sign below. 

Nominations need to be emailed back to LGNZ at nominations@lgnz.co.nz by close of business on 
Wednesday 31 May.

If only one valid nomination is received, that person will immediately be declared President-elect by 
the Returning Officer, which is LGNZ’s Chief Executive. 

If more than one nomination is received, an election will be carried out at LGNZ’s AGM on Wednesday 
26 July in Christchurch, using the preferential voting system. Member authority voting entitlements 
will be distributed along with the voting papers.

The nomination and election process are carried out in accordance with LGNZ’s Constitution. 

Please direct any procedural questions to LGNZ Deputy CE Scott Necklen, scott.necklen@lgnz.co.nz.
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PRESIDENT NOMINATION FORM

PLEASE FILL IN THIS FORM TO NOMINATE AN 
ELECTED MEMBER AS LGNZ’S PRESIDENT. 



for President              

Here is my candidate blurb for inclusion in voting 
papers and on the LGNZ website:  (500 word max)

PRESIDENT NOMINATION FORM

NAME:

E-SIGNATURE:

NAME:

E-SIGNATURE:

We nominate 
of

Nominated by

NAME:

E-SIGNATURE:

Seconded by
NAME:

E-SIGNATURE:

I accept this nomination
CANDIDATE’S NAME:

CANDIDATE’S E-SIGNATURE:

DATE:
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	name: Neil Holdom
	council: New Plymouth District Council
	Text21: 
	Text22: 
	Text25: 
	Text26: 
	Text29: Neil Holdom
	Text33: Dear colleagues and peers,Right now, both as a sector and membership organisation, we are shrinking. Our communities need us to grow. Speaking to our peers it is clear that to achieve growth, the status quo must change.United, we are a force to be reckoned with. But to reach our potential we have to be focused, more credible, more professional and be the champion of subsidiarity in the face of growing centralisation.By concentrating our efforts on key objectives we can agree on, we will be far more likely to achieve our goals. One of those goals must be reengaging with councils who have left LGNZ or are considering leaving to earn back their trust and demonstrate the value of our collective.We have the ability to get ahead of Wellington, focusing on what we do well in our various sectors and driving our agenda in areas where we have strong agreement like transport, climate resilience, environmental science, economic development, spatial planning, housing and placemaking. Where we don’t agree we should objectively quantify, document and communicate the diversity of views our sector holds and the drivers behind those views clearly to demonstrate credibility and transparency.LGNZ needs to become a more cohesive, strategic and independent voice. To do that we have to rebuild trust with our membership and credibility across the political spectrum. It’s clear our new national council is ready for change and I would like to be a part of that change.There are three strategic objectives that will amplify our impact:Connect• Connect members and key partners through high quality engagements building relationships, knowledge and influence.• Implement relationship management strategies for all political parties, key crown entities, DPMC, Treasury, DIA, Waka Kotahi, MBIE, Tourism, Art Culture Heritage, Police, MSD and our iwi chairs…• Increased collaboration and standardisation of systems and processes across councils with a focus on being easy to do business with Perform • Benchmarking our organisations to identify best practice and share knowledge• Lift governance standards and drive management accountability• Commit to collective design and procurement strategies and shared standards to deliver efficiencies• Focus on lifting asset management maturity and transparency through collaboration • Streamline LGNZ’s Governance model Influence• Drive our vision for the future of local government to grow the level of local decision making and lift our share of public expenditure  • Clear strategic plan, endorsed by membership, aligned with Taituara• A respected contributor to balanced, data-driven, quality policy• Become a trusted, credible, proactive partner, independent and apolitical• Focus on standardising relationships with government to increase collaboration, investment and efficiency.I’m committed to doing my share of the heavy lifting as you’ve seen with my work in 3W and Transport. I’ve worked to build positive relationships with all political parties, key ministers and opposition spokespeople and government agencies with a view to being a constructive and credible contributor.Let’s focus on the areas where we can agree and make a difference while also accepting we won’t agree on everything.Yours sincerely Neil Holdom
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